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DAY THREE

Day Three we frnally got to experience Kadavu's
greatest attraction and my persona[ hightight

of the trip, the Great Astrotabe Reef. Divers
come from fan and wide to swim amongst a neef

system anguably more attractive than the Great

Banrier Reef and with a fraction of the tnaffic. ln

a group of four [ed by Dive master Dee, we felt
[ike we wene the only divers on the reef. There

wasn't anothen boat in sight as we descend onto
'Cabbage Patch', a catm area inside the r eef

with beautifut topography and lots of fun macro
Iife to investigate.

Mai Dive oflers two tank dives every day but

after the first, our programme insisted we jet off
to Tamarillo Kayak Fiji. Founded by the owner of
TamariLlo Expeditions, New Zealand, the Kadavu

kayaking tours range from [eisurety trips along
mangrove cut-through to a futI circumnavigation
of Kadavu lsland lor the more experienced (and

physicaLty fit). ln the hour and a hatf that we

take to comptete the tour, our surroundings
change from white sandy beaches to rocky sea
ctiffs to mangrove canopies. Tamaritto Kayak

Fiji manages to disptay the vastly different
landscapes of Fiji in the span of one kayaking

trip, with our guide Ratu punctuating splash

of our paddtes with his otd Fijian stories and

descniptions of the land.

ln less than twenty-four hours, we exptored

both above and betow the surface of Kadavu's

waters and it's tough to decide which we prefer.

ln a secluded istand group in the middle of the

Pacific Ocean, much is influenced by the sea

and Kadavu had given us almost ever ything her
surnounding seas have to offer.

DAY FOUR

After an action-packed few days it was time

to head back to reatity but we dragged oun

feet, Kadavu had cast her spell. Once you've

experienced the thritt of the South, you wonder
why you hadn't done it sooner.

Adventure is aptenty on Fiji's fourth Langest

istand. Kadavu and Ono offer the adrenalin
without the crowds and if a fun-fitted Fijian

hotiday is what you're looking for, took to the

very bottom of the Fiji map for a destination that

shoutd be at the very top of your list.

Fiji Link flies to Kaclavu from Nadi every Tuesday.

Soturday, Sunday, ancl from Suva every Monday.
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